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Introduction
In Star Eater each player is the commander of an imposing Capital Ship embroiled in a deep 
space battle. Use deadly weapons and daring manoeuvres to destroy your opponents and win 
glory for your nation. Your hulking Capital Ship is affected by inertia; drifting, colliding and 
sometimes spinning out of control. Commands are given in secret so you can never be quite sure 
what your opponent is planning. Good luck, commander.

Game Layout 



How To Win
In all game modes a player or team can win by destroying any enemy Capital Ship. When a Capital 
Ship is destroyed, the player or team who dealt the killing blow is considered the winner. It is 
possible, but unlikely, for two Capital Ships to be destroyed at exactly the same time, in which 
case the game is considered a draw.

In addition, bonus points are awarded to any player who makes appropriate space battle noises 
when moving their tokens or Ship Figures. These points are not relevant to victory in any way, but 
making the noises is fun. 

Game Modes
2 or 3 players: Each player must choose a different faction to play. Players may select their 
Capital Ship and Loadout only from their chosen faction.
2 Vs. 2: Two teams of two, each team choosing a different faction to play. Players on the same 
team must share the available Capital Ships and Components from the team’s faction.
A Note About 2v2 Games
All tokens which go on the board have a light side and a 
dark side. When playing 2v2, one player on the team should 
use the light side of the tokens whilst the other uses the 
dark side in order to differentiate which tokens belong to 
which player

Starting Positions
The board includes six starting positions which are each 
used for the various game modes. Each starting position is 
marked by having half of the hex’s border coloured in cyan. 
Every Capital Ship’s Armour Mat will have one hex at the 
bottom which is also highlighted in cyan. 
When starting the game, the Ship Figures should be placed 
such that the section which is highlighted on the Armour 
Mat lines up with a starting position. For each of the 
different game modes, the arrangement of ships on the 
board is different:

2 Player games: Players should start on opposite edges. 
3 Player games: One player should start at every second edge.
2 Vs. 2 games: Players on team should start on adjacent edges to 
one another. This arrangement should be mirrored by the 
opposing team such that each player starts opposite a Capital 
Ship on the opposing team. 

1. Starting position on Armor 
Mat
2. Starting position on board
3. Ship Figure lined up with 
starting position

Example 2p Start Example 2 vs 2 StartExample 3p Start



Loadout
Before the battle can begin each player must 
select a ship from different factions (in 2 vs. 2 
games, each team will select ships from the 
same faction), as well as Components and 
Corvettes, placing their chosen Component 
and Corvette cards face down on the relevant 
slots on their Loadout Mat. 

Note: Each ship only has one choice of Special 
( ) Component which is indicated on 
the relevant Armour Mat which cannot be 
modified and should be placed face up on the 
Loadout Mat.

Once done, all players reveal their chosen 
Components and Corvettes then each take 
a turn to swap one of their Components or 
all four of their Corvettes if they wish. This 
is done clockwise from the player with the 
lowest Special Component’s priority number 
(check the bottom of each player’s Special 
Component).
Next, players take the relevant weapon tokens 
for their chosen Main Weapon and Broadside 
Components from the game box and place 
them within reach. They should then arrange 
their four Corvette tokens on the Loadout Mat 
in the relevant slots. Each player will begin 
the game with the full set of eight Command 
Cards in their hand.

For their first game we recommend that players use one of the following Loadouts;
Component Player 1(Lamais) Player 2(FPA) Player 3(Uniset)

Capital Ship: RNC Gilgamesh Widowers Lament USF Prosperity
Main Weapon: AC-10 Rail Cannon Leviathan Slug Dragnet

Broadsides: Helix Cannons Sparrow Torpedoes Wolfhound Beam
Point Defense: Apollo Vulcan Vulcan

Hangar Bay: Slingshot System Maintenance Arm Wormhole Generator
Corvettes: 2x Authority

2x Vanguard
2x Riptide
2x Corvian

2x Firebird
1x Newton

1x Suppressor

Ship Components
Each Capital Ship has five Components: Main Weapon(s), Broadsides, Point Defence, Special and 

Hangar. They will also have four slots for Corvette choices. Each 
faction has access to different Components with varied stats and 
effects. Most Ship Components are activated by Command Cards 
which are played during the Commitment Phase and resolved 
during the Action Phase, with the exception of Point Defence 
Weapons which can be activated at any time so long as a player has 
Targeting Tokens available. 

Example Capital Ship figure



Component Cards
Each Component is represented on a ship’s Loadout Mat by a 
Component Card which explains the type, stats and any special 
effects of the Component. Component and Corvette Cards are 
each arranged into three faction decks. Players may only select 
Components and Corvettes from the decks which match the 
faction of the ship they are playing. In 2 vs. 2 player games, both 
players on a team must share the Component and Corvette 
decks for their chosen faction.

Main Weapon 
Main Weapons are always mounted at the front of a ship.
Main Weapon Components have a RED highlight. Their 
position is indicated by the  symbol on your ship 
figure.
Broadsides  
Broadsides are placed on either side of the ship; port 
and starboard. When firing Broadsides, the player must 
commit to fire either the port or starboard weapons 
using the relevant Command.
Broadside Components have a YELLOW highlight. 
Broadside Weapons are indicated on your ship figure 
by (port) and (starboard) symbols.

Hangars 
Hangars allow your Capital Ship to launch Corvettes 
and provide a bonus when doing so.
Hangar Components have a BLUE highlight. Hangars 
are found on your ship figure as a blue chevron ( ).
Corvettes
Each Capital Ship has a compliment of four on-board 
Corvettes, each having a unique call-sign icon which 
can be seen on your Corvette tokens and Loadout 
Mat ( , ,  and for Corvettes 1, 2, 3 and 4 
respectively). 
Point Defence
These Components destroy Torpedoes and Corvettes 
near your Capital Ship. Point Defence Components 
have a GREEN highlight. Point Defence Weapons are 
indicated on your ship figure by a green circle with a 
vertical line ( ).
Point Defence can be fired at any time by spending 
Targeting Tokens( ), except during the movement 
of any token on the board. A player gains Targeting 
Tokens by playing the ‘Defence Stations!’ Command.
Special Ability Module
Each Capital Ship comes with a specific Special Ability 
module which provides powerful abilities that can turn 
the tide of a battle. Special Ability Components have a 
PINK highlight and do not have a specific location on 
the Ship Figure.

Example Component Card



Momentum
Capital Ships in Star Eater have Momentum, 
represented by tokens on each player’s Momentum 
track. Momentum Tokens remain on the track at 
the end of a round, causing the Capital Ship to 
move each subsequent round until it uses thrust to 
cancel its Momentum or collides with something 
else (see Capital Ship Collisions on page 15). 
Each ship may have no more than four Linear and 
two Rotational Momentum Tokens at any time. Any 
Momentum that would go over these amounts is 
not added to the ship, though can still contribute to 
Momentum cancellation or Momentum redirection.
Momentum Cancelling:
When applying a Momentum Token to a ship, if 
there is a token already on that ship pointing 
the opposite way, both it and the new token are 
removed. If there are multiple opposing tokens, 
only the latest in the movement token sequence is 
removed. Ensure there are no gaps in the sequence by moving all remaining tokens down.
E.g. If the player has Momentum Tokens  and plays  on the Engine Card, their new 
Momentum will be .
Momentum Redirection:
Momentum may also be modified by playing thrust which points two hex edges away from a 
Momentum already on the mat. In this case the existing Momentum will be turned to face the 
direction in between the existing Momentum and the new thrust e.g. +  = . If there are 
multiple Momentum Tokens which could be modified by a thrust, only the last one is modified, 
E.g. If the player has Momentum Tokens  and plays  on the Engine Card, their new 
Momentum will be .
Rotation:
Each Ship Figure has an attachable knob which is located at it’s centre of mass. For rotation, this 
is the point around which the entire ship will pivot.
The Engine Card 

The Engine Card is played face down at the start of a round and 
determines how the Capital Ship’s Momentum will be affected 
that round. A wheel is used to select one of ten thrust options.
Linear Thrust
Apply one Momentum to your Capital Ship in a single direction, 
relative to the board.
Double Thrust (2F)
Apply two Momentum 
Tokens in the direction that 
the ship is currently facing.
Rotational Thrust
Apply clockwise or 
anticlockwise rotation to 
the ship.
No Thrust 
Leave the ship’s Momentum 
as is this round.

Applying Momentum in the movement phase

Engine Card OptionsThe Engine Card



How To Play
Round Phase Order
A round in Star Eater plays out in four phases. Players do not take turns to act, instead all players 
will participate in every phase of every round. The round phases are as follows:
1.  Commitment Phase 
Each player sets an Engine Card and two Command Cards face down.
2.  Movement Phase 
Each player reveals their Engine Card and then conducts the Movement Phase; updating the 
position of all Capital Ships, Corvettes and weapon tokens.
3.  Action Phase
Players reveal their Commands, apply their effects and put them on Cooldown.
4.  Cooldown Phase 
Players process the Cooldown of their Command Cards.

Round Phase Details
Phase 1: Commitment

During the Commitment Phase all 
players will select a setting on their 
Engine Card and then play it face 
down along with two Command Cards.  
Commands will be resolved left to right 
during the Action Phase, so players 
should consider the order they are 
placed. Any Targeting Tokens that a 
player acquires using the “Defence 
Stations!” Command should be kept near 
the location where they play their Engine 
and Command Cards so that it is clear 
which players have Targeting Tokens 
available.

Phase 2: Movement
Movement Step 1: Apply Momentum

All players will turn over their Engine Card to 
reveal the selected setting, and then modify their 
Momentum Track accordingly (see Momentum on 
page 8). Do not flip the Command Cards until they 
are activated during the Action Phase.
All Capital Ships are then moved according to 
the Momentum Tokens they possess on the 
Momentum Track. Momentum Tokens are played 
out according to their order on the Momentum 
track, from 1 to 6. All Capital Ships process one 
Momentum Token at a time, simultaneously. I.e. 
All players will process the token in position 1. 
Once tokens 1 is processed for all players they will 
process the Momentum Token in position 2 and 
so on until all tokens are processed. A collision 
occurs if the Capital Ships overlap any other token 
at any time (see Capital Ship Collisions on page 
15).

A player’s commitment for one round. 
This player has two Targeting tokens available 

from a previous turn.

1. Apply token to Momentum track according 
to revealed engine card
2. Capital Ship moves once for each token on 
their track



Movement Step 2: Updating Weapons And Corvettes
•	 Each Projectile token on the board is moved forward 

according to the Speed stat ( ) of the weapon it was 
fired from. 

•	 Then, each Torpedo Weapon token is moved according 
to the Speed stat ( ) of the weapon it was fired from 
and the Torpedo Homing Algorithm (see Torpedoes on 
page 13). 

•	 Next, each Corvette on the board is moved one hex 
forward. This is mandatory and occurs regardless of 
whether Corvette actions are being used this turn. 

If a Corvette or Torpedo would end this phase overlapping 
with another token or Capital Ship then they are 
immediately destroyed, if the other token is also a 
Corvette or Torpedo then it is destroyed as well. Any 
Projectiles that end this step overlapping each other 
or cross over one another while travelling opposite 
directions have also collided and are removed from the 
board.
Any player may choose to fire their Point Defence Weapons during this phase by spending 
Targeting Tokens( ) (see Point Defence on page 11) except during the movement of any tokens 
i.e. They may fire on a token once it has completed its movement for the phase, or before it begins 
moving, but not at a point part-way through its movement. 

Phase 3: Action
All players reveal their first Command (the left one), apply its effect and 
then place it on the position on the Cooldown Tracker as indicated on 
the Command Card. Each Command Card has a priority number printed 
on the bottom of the card. After revealing, Commands are processed 
in ascending order of their priority numbers (i.e. The lowest priority 
number goes first). In the event of a tie, players should defer the priority 
of the relevant tiebreaker Component specified on the Command.
Players then repeat this process for their second Command.
The amount of Cooldown taken by a Command is written before the 
Command’s effect. Many Commands will take an amount of Cooldown 
dictated by the relevant Component, in which case the symbol of the 
relevant Component will appear next to the Cooldown symbol before the 
Command’s effect e.g. “  = ” Would mean move to the slot indicated 
by the Cooldown stat of your Point Defence Component. Some cards 
have multiple possible effects which can be chosen by the player when 
the card is processed. In this case, each individual 
effect will have a separate Cooldown value.

Phase 4: Cooldown
Players pick up all of their cards on the ‘NEXT’ 
space on the Cooldown Track, then move all other 
cards on the track down by one space (they do 
not pick up cards that move to next this phase). 
Players also pick up their Engine Card. Any player 
with Targeting Tokens ( ) should then return one 
to the supply.

1. Move Projectiles
2. Move Torpedoes
3. Corvettes take one step forward

Example Command 
Card

1.  Pick up any Commands in the “Next” space
2. Move all other Commands down the track 
by one space
3. Each player discards one Targeting Token



Armour And Structure
Capital Ships in Star Eater are divided into 
several hexagonal sections. Each hull (outer) 
section of a ship has its own independent 
Armour ( ) value, which is the health of that 
particular section. Structure ( ) is the internal 
health of the Capital Ship as a whole. In order to 
deal Damage to the Structure of a Capital Ship, 
a player must first destroy the Armour on at 
least one section of the ship, after which further 
Damage in the same location will be transferred 
along the Damage flow lines (in red) towards 
the ships Structure. If a single hit deals more 
than enough Damage to remove the Armour on 
an outer location, the leftover Damage will flow 
to the next section. If any hit or collision would 
cause Damage to be applied to the Structure 
from several locations, only the largest instance 
of Structure Damage is applied. 
When a Capital Ship’s Structure health is 
reduced to zero, it is destroyed.

Weapon Rules
Beams 
Beams fire in a straight line and pierce through small 
tokens. The Beam will destroy every Corvette, Torpedo and 
Projectile token along this path, only stopping if it hits a 
Capital Ship Hull Section. The number of hexes the Beam 
covers is determined by the Range stat of the weapon.

Direct Fire Weapons 
Direct Fire Weapons fire in a straight line and are only 
mounted on Corvettes. Unlike Beams, Direct Fire Weapons 
cannot pierce through targets and cannot be used to shoot 
down Cannon Projectiles. Direct Fire Weapons can only 
fire at targets with equal or lower Evasion( ) than the 
weapon’s Accuracy ( ). Additional Corvette Activations can 
be spent to improve the Accuracy of a Direct Fire Weapon 
(see Corvettes on page 14).

Point Defence
Point Defence Weapons have an Accuracy rating ( ), like 
Direct Fire Weapons. Point Defence Weapons can be fired at 
any time by spending at least one Targeting Token( ), except 
during the movement of any token on the board. Additional 
tokens can be spent to boost the Accuracy of the Point 
Defence Weapon by one per token spent. 
They differ from Direct Fire Weapons in three ways:
1. They can only target Corvettes and Torpedoes.
2. They can fire on any target within Range in a 360 degree 

arc, provided that it is not obstructed.
3. The Capital Ship that they are mounted on does not count as 

an obstruction for Point Defence Weapons.

Example Armour Mat. At the start of the game, 
each section of the blueprint will be set up with 
Armour and Structure tokens according to the 

Initial Health Layout

Firing a Direct Fire Weapon

Firing a Beam Weapon

Point Defense Weapon Ranges



Checking For Point Defence Obstructions
A Point Defence Weapon can only fire on a target 
if there are no obstacles between it and the 
target. Any token or Capital Ship on the board 
counts as an obstruction, aside from the Capital 
Ship which the Point Defence Weapon is mounted 
on. In most cases this can be determined visually, 
but when there is ambiguity, the following rules 
can be used to resolve it:
•	 If there is no straight line of hexes between the 

Point Defence and its target, trace a path along the 
edges of the hexagons starting from the corner 
of the Point Defence’s hex which is closest to the 
target. Every step on this path must move closer 
to the target. 

•	 If any two edges on the path touch the edges 
of any tokens (excluding the Capital Ship that 
this Point Defence is mounted on), the target is 
obstructed.

Cannons
Cannons produce a Projectile token which will 
move forward according to the Speed stat ( ) of 
the Cannon when fired and remain on the board 
until it hits a Capital Ship or leaves the board. 
During the Movement Phase, Projectiles will 
move forward again according to the Speed stat 
of the Cannon.
Any Corvettes or Torpedoes a Projectile token 
crosses over as it moves are removed from the 
board. 
Projectiles not involved in collisions will continue 
moving each turn until they leave the board. 
When a Projectile collides with a Hull Section 
of any Capital Ship, it will apply Damage to that 
section according to the Cannon’s Damage stat 
( ) And be returned to the owning player. 
The number of any type of Projectile tokens on 
the board at any time may not exceed the ‘token 
count’ of the Cannon Component. If a player 
attempts to fire a Cannon but the total number 
of the relevant Projectile tokens is already on 
the board, the weapon does not fire. In 2 vs. 2 
player games, each player’s Projectile tokens are 
counted separately.
Projectile Collision
•	 If multiple Projectiles end their movement on 

the same space those Projectiles collide and are 
removed from the board.

•	 If any Projectiles move through each other whilst 
travelling in opposite directions those Projectiles 
collide and are removed from the board.

Checking if Point Defense is obstructed

Firing a Cannon Weapon

Projectile Collision Examples



Torpedoes 
Produce a Torpedo token and move it according 
to the movement steps below. The Torpedo 
will move again every movement phase until it 
hits a Capital Ship or leaves the board. Unlike 
Projectiles, Torpedoes can adjust their course to 
home in on a target.
Torpedo Movement
Every Torpedo has an imaginary line to the 
forward left and forward right of the Torpedo 
token, referred to as the left and right targeting 
arcs.
To move a Torpedo the following steps are 
repeated a number of times determined by the 
Torpedo’s Speed stat:
1. Move forward one hex
2. If the Torpedo is already pointing directly toward any part of an enemy Capital Ship, nothing 

happens, otherwise if any part of an enemy Capital Ship intersects with either the Torpedo’s left 
or right targeting arc, the Torpedo will immediately turn to face it.

The left and right targeting arcs extend an infinite 
distance and are blocked by Capital Ships only; they 
can see through any other token.
When a Torpedo collides with a Hull Section of 
any Capital Ship, it will apply Damage to that 
section according to the Torpedo’s Damage stat 
( ) and be returned to the player.
The number of any type of Torpedo tokens on 
the board at any time may not exceed the ‘token 
count’ of the Component. If a player attempts 
to fire a Torpedo but the total number of the 
relevant Torpedo tokens is already on the board, 
the weapon does not fire. In 2 vs. 2 player 
games, each player’s Torpedo tokens are counted 
separately.
Torpedo Collisions
•	 If the Torpedo passes over a Projectile during 

movement, the Torpedo is destroyed immediately 
and returned to the owning player, whilst the 
Projectile is unaffected. 

•	 If the Torpedo passes over a Corvette while 
travelling, it continues through unimpeded and the 
Corvette remains on the board. 

•	 If the Torpedo ends its movement on a hex 
containing a Corvette or another Torpedo, both 
tokens are destroyed.

Torpedo Targeting Arcs

Torpedo Homing Example

Torpedo Collision Examples



Corvettes
Corvettes are very fragile and will be destroyed if they take 
any Damage from any source. Many types of Capital Ship-
based weapon will rip straight through them without stopping. 
If a player’s Corvette is destroyed (either by the opponent, by 
accidental fire or collision from a player’s Capital Ship), then 
that Corvette token is set aside and removed from play. The 
“Corvettes!” Command can repair destroyed Corvettes.
Corvette Activations
Playing the “Corvettes!” Command allows a player to perform 
three Corvette Activations or alternatively repair a single 
destroyed Corvette. Activations can be spent to launch (costs 
two Activations), move, boost Accuracy or fire the weapon of any 
Corvettes the player possesses. Any Activations which are not 
used while resolving this card are wasted and cannot be saved up for later.
Launching Corvettes 
When launching a Corvette it should be placed directly next to the a Hangar of the Capital Ship, 
facing such that the tail of the Corvette is in contact with the edge of the Hangar that it was 
launched from. Some Hangars will have Special effects on launch, which may allow the Corvette 
to be launched further away or facing in a different direction.
Corvette Movement
Before moving, the controlling player may rotate 
the Corvette up to the number of times shown by 
its Turns stat ( ). The player may then move the 
Corvette forward by up to the number of hexes in 
that Corvettes Speed stat ( ). After performing 
this forward movement, the player may rotate the 
Corvette any remaining Turns which were not used 
before the movement. Corvettes cannot rotate in-
place; if the player wishes to rotate a Corvette they 
must use at least one hex of movement. 
Corvette Weapons
Corvette weapons always face in the same direction as the Corvette itself. Each Corvette may 
fire once per round at the cost of one Activation (plus additional Activations for any required 
Accuracy boost, see Direct Fire Weapons on page 11). Corvettes may move after firing if the player 
has Activations remaining.
Corvette Weapon Supplies
If a Corvette weapon produces a token e.g. A Torpedo, the weapon description will also display 
a token count. The Corvette may not fire this weapon if the count of tokens already on the board 
meets or exceeds the total count for all Corvettes currently deployed. E.g. If a player has one 
Riptide Corvette on the board, that Corvette will not be able to fire its weapon if there is already 
a riptide Torpedo on the board. If the player launches a second riptide, either Corvette would now 
be able to fire their weapon.
Corvette Collisions
Corvettes cannot deliberately collide with any weapon token or Capital Ship. If a Corvette ends 
the movement phase overlapping with any token or Capital Ship after taking its mandatory step 
forward, then it is immediately destroyed. If the other token is another Corvette or a Torpedo, 
then it is destroyed as well.

Example Corvette card

One Corvette movement (one activation)



Capital Ship Collisions
Colliding With Weapons And Corvettes
If a Capital Ship collides with a Projectile, Torpedo or Corvette token, the token is destroyed. In 
the case of a Projectile or Torpedo, its full Damage is dealt to the Capital Ship at the overlapping 
section. In the case of a Corvette, the Capital Ship is unharmed.

Collisions Between Capital Ships
If two Capital Ships overlap one another at any point, 
movement is paused for all players until the collision is 
resolved. 
In the unlikely event that more than two Capital Ships collide 
simultaneously, the collision will be processed between 
the ships with the two lowest Special Ability ( ) priority 
numbers first. If any ships are still overlapping after this, 
successive collisions will be processed in the same manner.
Resolving The Collision
•	 Collisions affect only the relevant type of Momentum Token. 

I.e. collisions which occur due to Linear movement affect 
only Linear Momentum. Collisions which occur due to 
Rotational movement affect only Rotational Momentum.

•	 Count the number of relevant Momentum Tokens (linear 
or rotational) on each involved players Momentum Tracks. 
In the case of linear collisions: ignore any pair of tokens 
on opposite Momentum Tracks which point in the same 
direction for this count. The higher of these numbers will be 
applied as Damage at every overlapping Armour section. 

•	 Each involved player will undo the movement step which 
caused the collision so that their ships are no longer 
overlapping.

•	 Both players will remove the last token of the relevant type 
which is on their Momentum Mat.

•	 The remaining Linear or Rotational Momentum tokens 
will be swapped between players. In the case of rotational 
collisions, the tokens should also be flipped to the opposite 
direction.

•	 Movement will then resume from the step after which the 
collision took place with the resulting tokens.

Colliding With The Edge Of The Board
Capital Ships cannot be moved off the edge of the board. 
During movement if a player is required to process a 
Momentum Token which would take part of their Capital Ship 
off the board, the token will instead be removed, and two 
Damage dealt to every Hull Section which is adjacent to the 
edge of the board. If a collision with another Capital Ship also 
occurs on the same movement step, resolve the collision with 
the edge of the board first.

Calculate and apply Damage then 
undo last movement step.

Remove the last token of the 
relevant type on each involved 

Swap remaming tokens of the 
relevant type between the ships.

Example Collision



Statistics
•	 Damage  – the Damage stat determines how much Damage is dealt to the Capital Ship 

when a weapon hits them.
•	 Range  – For weapons which do not produce a token (Beam or Direct Fire), the Range stat 

determines the maximum distance that they can attack.
•	 Cooldown  – Position on the Cooldown Track that the relevant Command Card moves to 

after use (see Phase 3: Action on page 10)
•	 Speed  – For Corvettes this determines the number of hexes they can move per Corvette 

Activation (see Corvette Movement on page 14).
•	 For weapon classes which produce a token (Projectile or Torpedo), the Speed stat determines 

how fast that token will move across the board in terms of hexes per round.
•	 Turns  – For Corvettes, the Turns stat represents how many times they can turn before or 

after their movement (see Corvette Movement on page 14).
•	 Accuracy  – For Direct Fire and Point Defense Weapons, the Accuracy stat determines the 

weapon’s ability to hit it’s targets. This stat must be greater or equal to the Evasion stat of the 
weapon’s target to determine whether or not the weapon can fire (see Direct Fire Weapons on 
page 11).

•	 Evasion  –  For all valid targets of a Direct Fire or Point Defense Weapon (Corvettes, 
Torpedoes and Capital Ships), the Evasion stat determines whether or not they can dodge the 
Direct Fire weapon. This stat must be less or equal to the Accuracy stat of a weapon to be hit 
by it. A Capital Ship’s Evasion stat can be found at the top of the corresponding Armour Mat.

The Star Eater Universe
For more, go to www.star-eater.com/universe

Exemplifying the old engineering adage “if it’s stupid, 
but it works, then it isn’t stupid”, the Fanatical Usurper 
is little more than a Wayfarer industries super-heavy 
mining freighter with hodgepodge armour plates welded 
to its chassis. The original freighter’s outstanding cargo 
capacity means that plenty of weight could be spared for 
these armour plates, and has resulted in the toughest 
ship in the entire FPA fleet. The forward cargo bays of 
this beast have been replaced with Capital Ship weapons 
and the Hangars, which originally housed shuttles for 
loading and unloading the freighter have been stocked 
with battle-ready FPA corvettes. The simplicity of this 
battleship design, as well as its blatantly unfinished 
appearance, leads many enemy commanders to 
underestimate the Usurper’s capabilities, but they are 
usually set right once the ugly behemoth opens up with a 
barrage of torpedoes and cannons, whilst taking barely a 
dent from incoming fire.

Unbelievably cruel, yet incredibly effective, the Uniset 
heat lance emits a focussed beam of low frequency 
electro-magnetic radiation, which penetrates straight 
through any Capital Ship’s shields or armour. The path of 
the beam melts armour plating, the underlying supportive 
structure of the ship, as well as any crew members 
unlucky enough to be located in the way.
Uniset command justifies the use of such a horrific 
weapon under the premise that the possibility of 
being boiled alive convinces many pirates and enemy 
commanders to pre-emptively surrender rather than 
risk even a single hit from a heat lance, thus preventing 
battles on the whole and saving countless lives. Many 
detractors both within and without Uniset space have 
labelled the heat lance a “weapon of terror” and lobbied 
for use of the weapon to be classified as a war crime. 
Thus far, the military’s stance remains unswayed 
however, and heat lances continue to be fitted in Uniset 
Capital Ships.



The RNC Gilgamesh was the first Capital Ship ever 
created by the Musk Industries skunk-works on planet 
Bubastis in the region now known as the Principality 
of Lamais. The Gilgamesh, along with its 6 sister 
ships defended the borders of the newly founded 
Lamasian empire in 2672. In the past 203 years, the this 
battleship class has remained in continuous service 
in lamasian space, through the fall of the first empire 
and its subsequent re-instatement. Though the design 
has received many internal upgrades in that time, the 
Gilgamesh class’ silhouette has become an iconic feature 
of the Lamasian Royal Navy.
Astonishingly, the original RNC Gilgamesh is still officially 
in service, providing planetary defence at Bubastis, the 
site of its original creation. It has adopted the affectionate 
nickname “Theseus’ ship” in reference to the fact that 
every component of the ship has been replaced at least 
once since its original construction in 2665.

Firebird corvettes epitomise Uniset’s doctrine of 
fielding technologically advanced and highly specialised 
equipment. Designed exclusively to operate in the 
vacuum of space, Firebird corvettes are incapable of 
operating in even a tenuous atmosphere. However in 
their native environment they are among the fastest and 
most manoeuvrable corvettes fielded by any nation. The 
unusual weapon of the firebird utilises 4 plasma emitters 
which are fired in tandem at a point a short distance in 
front of the corvette’s prow. These emitters are mounted 
on long arms, away from the main chassis, to combat 
overheating problems. The result of all 4 emitters firing 
on a single target is incomparable single-shot damage 
from a corvette, capable of melting through even the 
thickest capital ship hulls in 2 or 3 shots.

This incredible damage output comes at a cost, however. 
Firebirds cannot engage targets at any significant 
range, and are effectively useless in a dogfight against 
all but the slowest of enemy corvettes. They also lack 
substantial armour of their own, making every attack run 
a high-risk, high-reward manoeuvre. Firebird crews are 
not known for their survival rate, but the sad reality is 
that life is cheap in Uniset space, and many servicemen 
don’t have a choice.

The FPA militia is famous for its widespread use of 
improvised weapons and no single item epitomises this 
trait better than the gargantuan improvised cannon 
known only as “The Hammer”. Re-purposed from the 
shaft of a mining elevator, the original use of which 
was to transport minerals from deep within a planet 
to the surface by a combination of pneumatic and 
electromagnetic propulsion. The cargo pods which were 
previously used to transport minerals up the shaft have 
been packed with explosives and shrapnel to create a 
gigantic air-burst munition which will detonate at a pre-
determined distance, laying waste to anything unlucky 
enough to be caught in the blast.

No two FPA hammers are exactly alike, as each colony 
in FPA space may have on hand different makes, models 
and varieties of equipment from which to construct 
them. These nuances from weapon to weapon make the 
hammer an unpredictable and highly dangerous weapon 
to encounter.

The RNC Virgil class is designed specifically for 
offensive manoeuvres in hostile territory. Sacrificing 
a substantial amount of armour, as well as broadside 
weapon placements has allowed the fitment of additional 
manoeuvring thrusters to create an exceptionally agile 
Capital Ship design which retains the same devastating 
forward-facing weaponry as its heftier brethren in 
the Lamasian Royal Navy. Virgil class cruisers are the 
newest addition to the Principality’s fleet, debuting in the 
recent crusade which lead to the Lamasian occupation 
of Earth. Virgil class cruisers are often deployed in pairs 
to attack an enemy held system where they will utilise 
wolf-pack tactics to flank and rapidly destroy enemy 
capital ships before a heavier ship arrives to mop up any 
remaining enemy corvettes and lock down the system.



Designed for long range planetary defence missions, 
the USF Prosperity class battle ship has been Uniset’s 
main ship-of-the-line in every major conflict since the 
Lamasian secession in 2671. The Prosperity class is light 
on weaponry, but features a reinforced and elongated 
prow, designed to be used in Capital Ship ramming 
manoeuvres. It has extremely powerful rear engines, 
which further enhance its ramming capabilities. These 
engines in combination with its thin, aerodynamic frame 
make the Prosperity class one of the very few ships in 
its weight class capable of atmospheric flight, and it can 
even land on the surface of planets. This ability allows it 
to be cheaply resupplied at the far-flung Uniset outposts 
it was designed to defend during extended deployments

Though the broad concept of robotic industrial arms is 
truly ancient, the modern Maintenance Arm is powered 
by bleeding edge artificial intelligence capable of learning 
and adapting from experience making them ideal 
workers in almost any industrial or military context. An 
experienced Maintenance Arm can strip down or rebuild 
a corvette in a matter of minutes, but will usually rely on 
human team mates for any work which requires entering 
tight spaces such as the interior of a constructed 
corvette. The self-improving maintenance AIs are also 
known to develop distinct ‘personalities’, which has lead 
to many human crews thinking of their Maintenance 
Arm as a robotic member of the team who will almost 
invariably be consulted when planning projects or 
improvements to the hangar. In FPA space particularly, 
there have been instances where Maintenance Arms 
which were destroyed in battle have been granted a 
space-borne funeral with full military honours, and many 
arms have been awarded medals for distinction and 
valour.

Sidewinder torpedoes are built en-masse in gigantic 
planet-side factories in FPA space from scavenged 
materials. Utilising the technical skill of their populace, 
the FPA are able to manufacture Sidewinders in 
incredible numbers with minimal resources. Though the 
performance of these torpedoes is enviable once they get 
moving, their improvised nature means that tolerances 
are too lax to permit launching from a tube. The FPA 
deploys sidewinders by simply lobbing them out to float 
freely in space, where the weapon will acquire its target 
independently and fire up its main engine to engage it.
Without the need to reload a torpedo tube, Sidewinders 
can be deployed rapidly and in vast numbers, but this 
slow to start procedure means that they can be easily 
shot down by any diligent enemy Corvettes willing 
to close the distance. Worse still, this opens up the 
possibility for rapidly manoeuvring Capital Ships to 
accelerate into their own recently deployed torpedoes 
causing substantial damage to their own armour. 
Recently deployed sidewinders can transform from an 
asset to a minefield if the FPA commander needs to take 
rapid evasive manoeuvres.

Though diminutive in size, the Authority Corvette is feared 
throughout the galaxy. The tri-barrelled GA-102 rail 
cannon mounted on its underside comprises an entire 
third of the craft’s total mass and fires devastatingly 
powerful depleted uranium rounds capable of perforating 
a Capital Ship’s armour at up to 3km. With unusually 
heavy armour plating and the capability of atmospheric 
flight, these corvettes are routinely fitted with personal 
Kamimaru drives for use as the interplanetary transport 
method of choice for the late emperor Lamais and they 
are still used by the Lamasian princes to this day.
Named for their intended purpose of representing the 
authority of emperor Lamais to govern his territory 
independently of Uniset, the dominating battlefield 
presence of Authority corvettes was a decisive factor 
in the defence of Lamasian territory during the original 
secesionary conflict of 2672.
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Round Order
1.  Commitment phase 
Play Engine card and two commands, face 
down. 
2.  Movement Phase
Reveal Engine Cards, Add Momentum Tokens 
and move Capital Ships. Move Projectiles, then 
Torpedoes, then Corvettes.
3.  Action Phase
Reveal first actions, resolve them and move 
to Cooldown track. Then repeat for second 
actions.
4.  Cooldown Phase
Pick up Commands in the Next slot, then move 
all other Commands down one space on the 
Cooldown track. Return one Targeting token 
( ) to the supply.
Icon Key

Weapon Rules
Beams
Instantly hit a straight line  hexes long, 
piercing through Projectile, Torpedo and 
Corvette tokens.
Direct Fire
Instantly hit the first target in a straight line 

 hexes long, if  is equal or more than the 
target’s . Does not pierce.
Point Defense
Instantly hit the first target in a within  hexes 
in any direction, if  is equal or more than the 
target’s . Cannot Damage Capital Ships, but 
will destroy Torpedoes or Corvettes.
Cannons
Produce a Projectile which moves forward  
hexes per round.
Torpedoes
Produce a Torpedo which moves forward  
hexes per round. When a target is seen to the 
forward-left or forward-right of the Torpedo, it 
will instantly turn to face it if not already facing 
a target.

Collisions Between Capital Ships
1. Deal Damage equal to the higher count of 

tokens of relevant type, ignore matching 
tokens across ships if collision is from linear 
movement.

2. Undo last movement step and remove the 
token which caused it.

3. Swap remaining tokens of relevant type. 
Flip tokens if collision is from rotational 
movement.

4. Resume movement.

Edge of the board
If processing a Momentum Token would move 
you off the board, do not move. Remove the 
offending token and take two Damage at each 
Hull Section adjacent to the board edge.

Damage
Damage dealt by a weapon.

Evasion
See Above.

Cooldown
Position to move to on cooldown track 
after use.
Speed
Number of Hexes a Torpedo, Projectile 
or Corvette can move per movement.
Turns
How many times a Corvette can turn 
before and after movement.
Accuracy
Must be greater or equal to target’s 
evasion to attack.

Range
Distance that a Beam, Direct Fire or 
Point Defense weapon attacks.

Corvette Movement
For Each Activation:
1. Turn up to  times.
2. Move forward up to  times.
3. Turn up to the remaining  not used in step 1.

Corvettes cannot rotate in place; if a player 
rotates thier corvette, they must move at least 
one hex.
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